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Key word Definition Visual
sentence A set of words

which make up a
complete thought.

punctuations Punctuation marks
are used to
separate words and
sentences.

questions words Question Words are
words that we use
when asking a
question.

su�x A su�x is added to
a word to make a
new word.

plural noun More than one
person, place or
thing.

traditional tales A traditional tale is
a story that has
been repeated for
many years.



quest A quest is seeking
something
important.

Maths: Multiplication and division

Key word Definition Visual

multiplication
Multiplication is where
you take one number
and add it to itself a
certain number of times.

division Division is sharing of an
amount into equal-sized
groups.

to halve To divide something into
two equal parts.

double Double is two lots of
the same.

grouping Dividing things into
equal groups or sets.

equal sharing Dividing a number or
objects into smaller
and equal groups.



Science :Materials

Key word Definition Visual

material Materials are what
objects are made from.

rigid Really sti� and not very
flexible.

flexible Can be easily bent
without breaking.

waterproof A material that keeps
water out.

absorbent Materials that soak up
water.

dissolve Disappear when mixed
with water.

magnetic The force of magnets of
either pulling closer or
pushing away.

transparent Objects that we can see
through are transparent.



translucent Materials that allow
some light to pass
through.

opaque It does not allow light to
pass through it.

brittle Easily broken or
cracked.

History: Florence Nightingale and Mary Seacole

Key word Definition Visual

Florence Nightingale She was a nurse, who
helped to get people
better.

hygienic clean

charity Helping other people.

injured A hurt person.



wounded Injured or hurt.

treatment Trying to get someone
better.

bandage A strip of material used
to stop bleeding.

Mary Seacole She was a nurse, who
helped wounded
people.

Jamaica An island in the
Caribbean Sea.

to heal To get someone to
become healthy.



PE - Invasion Games

Key word Definition Visual
attack Trying to score a goal or

win points in ball games.

defend

To stop the attacking
team scoring a goal.

dodge A quick change of
direction.

overhead pass To pass the ball over the
top of defenders.

underarm throw A backward-forward
swing of the arm to
release the ball.

dribble It is a way of moving the
ball.

Invasion game A group sport that
involves attacking and
defending.



PSHE : Rights and Responsibilities

Key word Definition Visual
rights Rights are claims of an

individual that are
essential.

rules Rules tell how people
should behave.

responsibilities Responsibility means
you do the things you
are supposed to do and
accept the results of
your actions.

community A group of people who
have things in common.

protect To look after someone.

education Gaining knowledge.



Music

Rhythm Combinations of long
and short sounds.

duration Duration is the length of
a sound.

pitch How high or low a sound
is.

tempo The speed of the music.

beat The basic unit of time
within the music.

melody The sequence of notes
and rhythms.



Geography : Continents

Key word Definition Visual

globe

A model of the earth in
the shape of a sphere.

continent A very large area of
continuous land: the
world is divided into
continents.

ocean Large area of salty
water.

Africa Africa is the second
largest continent.

Europe Europe is a continent
where England is
located.

Asia Asia is the largest
continent.

North America North America is the
third largest continent.

South America South America is the
fourth largest continent.

Australia Australia is a country
and continent.



Antarctica Antarctica is the
southernmost continent.

map A drawing of a part of
the earth's surface as
seen from above.

directions Instructions on how to
get somewhere.

RE :Time to reflect and personal growth

Key word Definition Visual

compare The similarity between
two or more things.

community A group of people who
have things in common.

improve
To get better.

practise Doing something again
to get better.

goal
A goal is something you
want and you work hard
to achieve it.

achieve To reach a goal.



succeed
To achieve something
that you were aiming
for.

Art : Mosaics inspired by Pompeii

Key word Definition Visual

Aristocrats
A wealthy class of
people

Marine Found in the sea

Mosaic Piece of Art made by
assembling
small pieces of glass or
ceramics

Tesserae Small piece of
material used to
make
a mosaic

Pompeii An ancient city in Italy
that was buried and
preserved by the
eruption of a volcano

Computing : Internet safety

Key word Definition Visual

Cyberbullying When someone uses
technology to threaten or
target other people.



bullying Bullying is intentional
behaviour that hurts other
people.

Photo/ image use Using a picture a specific
way.

consent Permission to do
something.

respect To care about other
people’s feelings.


